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APPENDIX K

ACClDENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES FOR UNIVERSITY DIVERS

All supervisors and dive team members must be prepared
to respond properly in the event of an accident.. Regardless
of the nature of the accident, prompt emergency procedures
can reduce the residual effects on the victim and possibly
save a life. Emergency drills are encouraged! Development
of a standardized accident management protocol is difficult
since the procedures will depend upon diving location,
available personnel, available medical/chamber facilities,
nature of the injury, available transportation and so on.
Proper management procedures are extremely difficult to
formulate for diving in remote locations. Consequently,
the Diving Supervisor  and Diving Safety Coordinator! will
have to assess each location on an individual basis. An
"Emergency Assistance Iist" should be prepared for each
dive location. The following checklist is intended to
aid Diving Supervisors in the field in formulating specific
procedural guidelines:

The person nearest to the accident victim will
initiate rescue/recovery procedures. In scuba
diving this is usually the diving buddy.

2. The rescuer will signal for assistance  voice,
whistle, flare, etc.! .

3. IF THE VICTIM IS NOT BREATHING, the rescuer will
immediately start resuscitation in the water.

4. The Diving Supervisor will dispatch the standby
diver and/or other divers to assist in rescue
procedures and take charge of the scene. He/she
will delegate tasks to various responsible indi-
viduals.

5. Upon return to shore/boat., resuscitation will be
continued  including CPR, if indicated! with a
minimum of interruption time.

6. IF AN AIR EMBOLISM IS SUSPECTED AND THE VICTIM IS
BREATHING immediately begin prescribed first aid
procedures �0 incline, prevent shock, oxygen,
constant observation! .

7. Be certain that all dive team members are accounted
for.

8. Recall all divers in the water; terminate diving
operations and secure equipment  while rescue per-

are proceeding to handle the emergency!.
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Advise the vessel's Master of the situation and
request what assistance is needed, generally
communication and rapid transportation to shore.

9.

IF SHORE BASED, call Rescue Unit and ambulance.10.

Designate dive team members to control crowds/
bystanders. Keep non-essential personnel away
from the accident victim and first aid personnel.
This is especially necessary in beach operation.

Non-involved dive team members are to standby and
not interfer with emergency efforts. Instruct
d.ive team members to NOT mingle with bystanders
and to NOT discuss the accident with anyone.

If the accident occurs in a training class, have
an assistant isolate all students away from the
scene. Do not let anyone leave until the Diving
Instructor/Supervisor authorizes dismissal. Have
an accurate record of all persons involved in the
class. In serious accidents/fatal accidents,
authorization from local law enforcement authorities
will generally be required for dismissal of witnesses.

13.

Contact local law enforcement officials if this is
a fatal accident.

14.

Contact designated Diving Physician for advice
on management/transportation.

Transport accident victim to nearest medical
facility  or approved diving accident treatment
facility if the travel time is not too great!.
Local medical attention is necessary prior to
subsequent transportation to a chamber if the
transportation time will exceed 1 hour. Designated
Diving Physician will advise. This applies to air
embolism/decompression sickness. Non-pressure
related injuries will be handled at local hospital.

16.

Arrange for comrrrunications with Diving Physician
during transport.

17.

18. Alert chamber.

Instructor/Supervisor remain with victim during
transport/emergency treatment  if possible! .

19.

Advise University Security.20.

21. Have University Security notify appropriate University
authorities and contact victim's family.
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22. IF EJJERGEI'JCY IS NANAGED AT THE SCENE AND HOSPITALI-
ZATION/PROFESSIONAL HEDICAL ATTENTION IS NOT REQUIRED
 Emergency ascent, water accident where resuscitation
is not required, etc.!:

Provide victim with emergency identification,
telephone numbers for diving physician, local
medical facility, etc.

b. Do not let the victim be alone for next 6 hours.

c. Do not let the victim drive.

23. Any person resuscitated at the dive location must
be transported to a medical facility for follow-up
examination/treatment.

24. Contact Diving Safety Coordinator and Department/
Division Head.

Do not discontinue resuscitation procedures until
the victim is pronounced dead by a physician.

Transport to the nearest medical facility if there
is no physician at the scene.

2.

Nake every effort to avoid contact with newspaper
reporters and general public. This includes all
dive team members and students,

Be polite but firm regarding interviewsand questions.
If approached, simply indicate that. information will
be made available to the press through the University
Information Services Office. Remember that any
misquotation or undesirable statement made under
stress can be printed and later cause considerable
problems for any or all members of the dive team,
the University and the victim's survivors.

Only one individual should serve as an of f icial
spokesperson for the group. The spokesperson will
be the Diving Supervisor or a person delegated
by him/her.

5.

Give only facts to law enforcement officials. If
the authorities attempt to interview you or members
of the dive team in public  in the presence of un-
identi fied strangers, by-standers, reporter s, etc. !,

6.

lf this is a fatal accident or serious accident that
occurs on training exercises, observe the following in addition
to the above.
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politely request that. such interviews be conducted
in private. Give only facts such as name, address,
University affiliation, authorities to contact at
the University, the exact location of the accident,
a brief factual description of the occurrence  only
if required!, the name of the victim, whom to notify
in the victim's family, etc. If the interviewer
attempts to force you beyond the basic "facts",
request that University legal counsel be present
during that portion of the interview. Avoid
expressing opinions or conclusions. Under stress
it is easy to make irrational or undesirable
statements. Simply think before you speak. Law
enforcement reports are public information.

Immediately prepare a complete and detailed written
report for the University legal office, insurance
office, Diving Safety Coordinator, and other
authorized persons who will be involved. This is

Ta
the situation is "bad", do not give the report to
anyone except the legal office. Use the accident
report included in this handbook as a guide  Appendix
M!. The report should include photographs of the scene,
sketch maps  accurate!, weather conditions,
water conditions, a detailed description of the
activity being performed, your role, other persons
involved, safety precautions, and anything, regardless
of how minor it may seem that relates to the scene,
activity, diver, and your action.

Have each dive team member prepare detailed statements
of facts. Do it the day of the accident, not a week
later. These statements should be given only to the
legal office.

Record each team member/student that was in attendance
including name, address, their involvement  if any!.
Inform them that they may be asked for facts as they
recall them only. Do not attempt to "put words in
their mouths!" Ask them not to discuss opinions with
bystanders, etc.

Prepare a complete file on the diving operation/course
for the legal office including outlines, memos on
procedures, records of all personnel, etc. These
will be valuable for future reference in the event
of legal actions.

Complete the "Accident Report" form for the University.
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l2. Complete the "Accident Report" form for the
University of Rhode Island Project, but do not
mail until approved by the University attorney.

l3. Assist Information Services in preparing a statement
for public release.

The above procedures may appear quite demanding and
restrictive. However, as a representative of the University,
whether student or employee, you have a serious responsibility
to the University and yourself. Serious accidents and
fatalities often lead to legal actions. It is a disservice
to all concerned, including yourself, if you act in an
irresponsible manner.
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APPENDIX L

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE LIST

DIVE LOCATION DATE

LocationLocation

ContactContact

Response TimeRe sponse Time

RESCUE UNIT

LocationLocation

ContactContact

Response TimeRespon se Time

LocationLocation

ContactCo~tact

Response TimeResponse Time

DIVING PHYSICIAN

LocationLocation

ContactContact

Response TimeResponse Time

"SEE OTHER SIDE"

COMMUNICATION CENTER

HOSPITAL/MEDICAL CLINIC

RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER

GROUND TRANSPORTATION  AMBULANCE!

A IR T RAN S PORTAT ION

SEA TRANSPORTATION



LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY

Location

Contact

Response Time

NE D ICAL CON SU LTAT ION

Location

Contact

Response Time

MEDICAL CONSULTATION

Location

Contact

Response Time

UNIVERSITY SECURITY

Location

Contact

Response Time
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UNIVERSITY D'IVING COORDINATOR

Location

Contact,

Response Time

DIVING SUPPLIES

Location

Contact

Response Time

OTHER:

Location

Contact

Response Time

OTHER:

Locat ion

Contact

Response Time
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RoughModerateSea: Calm

Qlustrate ail visible injuries  cuts, abrasions, fractures. etc,!

CerttScation Date

~ DO-�!

�!

What and how muche

What and how mocha

Current: Slight .. Moderate .. Strong .. DirecUon

Wave Height: ... Water Depth: ... Type Bottom;

Water Temperature:   F!

Swhnming Experience: Tears

Skindiving Experience: Years

Scuba ExyaHence; Years

Hours ot sleep in past 24 hours

Time ol last meal .

Time ol last alcoholic drink .

Any known physical ailments, dlsabNty or impairmente

Weather: Clear .. Cloudy .. Fog .. Snow .. Rain ..

Thunderstorm .. Tornado, Hurricane .. 0'ther

Wind Force ..., Direction ....

Air Temperature:  'F!
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EQVIPMENT DATA

NOTE: Xqeaipment Bra»d, Type asd Sertal Fu»sber ctata»oest be t»clsdset o»ly if rsatfss»otto» or fattens soee
co»tribstory to t1m 4»c!de»t.

tiles e Its!

 Ye ss !ts!

ReIpdator Tested I  Y» et !ts! a!!ght Corfoston
Nttemdve Corrosion

Spec!el Comments on Rqtdpment

Es!utpment Inspected by: .

Et!u!pment: Relessed to/or Held by:



DETA ILED DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT

Describe in detail how the accident happened, inc!uding what the person was doing, any spec!dc marine Hfe ar oh~
and the action or movement which led to the event. Znchade details of erst aid or resumitation eiforts, Describe any
"Decompression" and/or "Recornpression-Treabnent" in description of accident.



APPENDIX N

DIVER IN JURY DIAGNOSIS KEY
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Probable
Circumstances ~rn'ur

Ear pain dur ing Ruptured
descent/ascent eardrum

Fractured
skull

Bleeding/external Hit head
ear

�! Ruptured
eardrum

Spitting blood

�! Middle
ear squeeze

Spi tt.ing/coughing Emer gency
blood; bloody ascent
froth

Pulmonary
injury; pos-
sible air
embolism

Chest pain/
breathing

Emer gency/
uncontrolled
ascent; chest
congestion
prior to dive

Bleeding/external
ear

Bloody discharge/
nose

Ear pain
during or fol-
lowing descent/
ascent

Pain in sinuses
during ascent/
descent

Sinus
squeeze
 or reverse
sinus

squeeze!
Pneumothorax
/mediastinal
emphysema/
subcutaneous
emphysema

Terminate diving;
nothing in ear;
avoid contamination;
medical attention.

Keep victim lying
down and inactive;

keep warm; no fluid;
do not elevate feet;
constant attendance;
immediate medical
attention.

See Above

 Ruptured Eardrum!

Terminate diving;
medical attention
if drainage/discom-
fort persist.

Observe for illness
and signs of neuro-
logical damage  vi-
sual disturbances,
paralysis, person-
ality changes,etc.!;
head down 30 in-

cline position;
oxygen; medical
attention; transport
to recompression
facility.

Terminate diving;
medical attention
if drainage/dis-
comfort persist.

See Air Embolism
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Air embo-

lism or
decompres-
sion sick-
ness

Bluish
coloration

pneumotho-
rax/media-
stinal
emphysema

Subcuta-
neous
emphysema

Occurs while
or shortly
after surfacing
from a dive

Unconsciousness

Occurs while
or shortly
after surfacing
from a dive

Respiratory or
cardio arrest

Pain in joints
or extremities

Unusual fatigue

Neurologica.l
abnormalities
including:
Loss of balance/

coordination
Visual disturbance
Rigidity/numbness

of extremities
Voice changes
Paralysis
Personality

changes

Swelling in neck
area

Emergency/
uncontrolled
ascent; chest
congestion
prior to diving;
smoker;
symptoms drama-
tic and sudden;

inadequate
decompression

Emergency/un-
controlled
ascent; chest
congestion
prior to dive;
chest. pain
following dive

Emergency/ un-
controlled
ascent; chest
congestion prior
to dive; chest
pain following
dive

Occurs shortly
after surfac-

ing from a dive
near or beyond
no-decompression
limits

Occurs shortly
after surfac-
from a dive
near or beyond
no-decompression
limits

30 incline position;
oxygen; medical
trans por t to
recompression
facility; CPR
if indicated;
never leave victim
unattended.

See Air Embolism

See Air Embolism

Air embolism See Air Embolism
or decompres-
sion sickness

Air embolism See Air Embolism
or decompres-
sion sickness

Decompression See Air
sickness Embolism � f

air embolism is
ruled out, 30
incline not

necessary!

Decompression See Air
sickness Embolism

 If air embolism
is ruled out,
30 incline not
necessary!
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CO Poison-

ing

Oil tastePulmonary Oil Pneu-

monia

Bluish
coloration

Reddish
coloration

Lose conscious-

ness during dive;
closed circuit
or mixed gas
scuba used

Lose conscious-

ness during or
after dive

CO2 Excess
or

Hypoxia

Surface; resusci-
tation; oxygen;
medical attention;
do not exclude
air embolism

See CO2 excess;
oxygen until turned
over to physician;
monitor continuously

Medical attention
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MANAGEMENT OF MARINE LIFE IN JURIES

Lee H. Somers, Ph.D.*
Martin J. Nemiroff, M.D.~*

INTRODUCTION

According to a survey conducted by the Michigan Sea
Grant program, it. is estimated that nearly 40% of the divers
in Great Lakes states travel to the Bahamas, Caribbean, or
the Florida Keys annually; An increasing number of recreation
divers are also vacationing in the South seas. Consequently,
recognition of hazardous forms of tropical marine life and
proper first. aid management of injuries resulting from
contact with these animals must be included in all basic
scuba diving courses.

�! Anonymous,
Centre:
1975! .

 Queensland State
Life Saving Association,

 Washington:
e, 1975! .

�! Anonymous,
U.S. Gov

�! Edmonds, C., Lowry, C., and Pennefather, J.,
Dj.vin and Suba uatic Medicine  Mosman, N.S.W.,
Austral>a: Dxvzng Me zeal Centre, 1976!.

�! Halstead, B., "Hazardous Marine Li fe," pp. 227-256
j.n Strauss, R., Divin Medici,ne  New York: Grune
and Strptton, 1976

*Department, of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science and Department
of Physical Education, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 48109. August 1979.
Department of 1nternal Medicine, University
Medical Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48109

Unfortunately, the procedures for managing tropical
marine life injuries are unclear or incomplete in many diving
texts and manuals. This is especially true for animals common
to Australia and the South Sea islands. Some instructors
and guides emphasize "local" or "personal" remedies that
have little or no medical validity. Others recommend use
of seemingly unorthodox first aid "substances" without
explaining the basis for their use; i.e., meat tenderizers.
The instructors presentation of "acceptable" first aid
procedures is further complicated by "lack of agreement"
among tropical marine life authorities and authors. For
this paper we have selected the following six books or pamphlets
as our principle resources:
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�! Somers, L., Research Diver's Manual,  Ann Arbor,
Michigan: University of Michigan Press, l972!.

�! Williamson, J., Some Australian Marine Stin s and
Envenomations, Queensland State Centre: The

In the text of this paper reference to information sources
will be indicated by the numbers given above.

I have not attempted to discuss marine life recognition
and injury prevention techniques. Such information is readily
available in diving manuals �!. Rather, I have limited my
discussion to first aid and injury management.

STINGS

Most marine animals that inflict injury by stinging
belong to the phylum Coelenterata. This phylum includes
about l0,000 species in three major classes: Hydrozoa
 hydroids, fire coral, and Portuguese Man-of-War!, Scyphozoa
 jellyfish!, and Anthozoa  anemones and corals!. Although
all coelenterates have stinging tentacles, only about 70
species have been involved in human injuries. However,
over 90 percent of the venomous wounds and stings suffered
by divers are from this phylum.

Coelenterates are characterized by their unique stinging
cells, or nematocysts, which are situated in the outer layer
of tentacle tissue. This apparatus consists of a trigger hair,
which, when touched, activates a spine, followed by a hollow
thread through which a paralyzing drug is injected into the
victim. When a diver brushes against or becomes entangled
in the tentacles of some coelentexates, thousands of tiny
nematocysts may release their stinging mechanism and inject
venom.

Symptoms produced by these stings will vary according
to species and specimen size, locality, extent and duration
of contact, and individual reaction variations. Symptoms may
range from a mild prickly or stinging sensation to a throbbing
pain which may render the victim unconscious and induce
respiratory arrest. The pain may be localized or radiate
to the armpit, groin, or abdomen. Local red~ess may be
followed by inflammatory swelling, blistering, or minute skin
hemorrhage. There may be shock, muscular cramps, loss of
sensation, nausea, vomiting, severe backache, frothing of
the mouth, constriction of the throat, loss of speech, breathing
difficulty, respiratoryjcardiac arrest, paralysis, delirium,
convulsions, and possibly, death. Please note that these
severe symptoms are generally limited to encounters with only
a few species such as the "Box Jellyfish" or Sea Wasp~
 Chironex fleckeri! or extensive exposure to tentacles of
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others such as the Portuguese man-of-war. However, an
encounter with any jellyfish may cause discomfort.

Common Non-Fatal Jell fish Stings

Jellyfish commonly encountered by swimmers and divers

include: Sea blubber or barr gaily C~anea sp.
Carybdeid medusea  C~ar bdea sp. and Carukea barnesi!
Little mauve stinger  Pelagia sp.!

These and similar species are considered as non-life threatening
in healthy individuals, but are capable of producing unpleasant
constitutional disturbances, especially in
the elderly. Nost diving instructors also include the
Portuguese man-of-war  P~h salia h salis! and purple sail
 Velella velella! in the dxscusszon o jellyfish. Technically,
these species belong to a different class of animals  Hydrozoa

However, management of the hydrozan stings is basically the
same as that for jellyfish stings.

The basic first aid procedures for common jellyfish and
hydrozan stings is as follows:

le Znflate the victim's buoyancy unit and remove the
victim from the water immediately.

h f

or methylated spirits!; avoid splashing into eyes,
nostrils, mouth or other mucus membrane  genitaL
area, anus, etc.!. Do not wash a jellyfish sting
with water. Freshwater has an osmotic effect on
the nematocysts causing them to .discharge. Do not.
use petroleum products  gasoline, kerosene, ~etc. or
beer. Beer has the same effect as water.

3. Lay the victim down and keep him as quiet and as
motionless as possible. Be alert for symptoms of
shock  glassy eyes; dilated pupils; wet, clammy
skin; weak and rapid pulse; pale or ashen gray skin;
sensations of coldness; etc.! and take appropriate
measures as indicated by the victim's condition.
Naintain a calm, confident manner and reassure the
victim frequently.

4. Using a blunt edge  e.g., a piece of wood! lift or
scrape off any adhering tentacles, but only after
application of the alcohol. Do not rub the -sting
area with wet sand. This will bring more stinging
cells into contact with the skin and stimulate blood
circulation. in the area ensuring more rapid absorption
of the venom. Also, avoid personal contact with
the tentacles.
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5. Some authorities recommend the use of meat tenderizer
to denature the poisonous protein. The meat tenderizer
may be liberally sprinkled on the alcohol moist
Meat tenderizer contains the protein dissolving
enzyme "papain." Leave the meat tenderizer on the
sting area for several minutes; rinse with alcohol
and allow to dry.

6. T.f available, apply an anesthetic and/or antihistamine
cream or spray gently, with minimal rubbing.

7. Use simple pain relief measures, e.g., aspirin
tablets or equivalent  see dosage directions on
container! .

8. Pain relief may require qualified medical aid.
Contact a physician if the sting is extensive or
the victim is severely distressed.

Some authorities recommend the use of dilute ammonia,
various non-irritant fluids having a high alcohol content
 e.g., after shave lotion!, weak formalin solution � to
10 percent!, sodium bicarbonate, etc., as acceptable
substitues for, or instead of, alcohol. Alcohol is the fluid of
choice because of its inexpensiveness, general availability,
and acknowledged effectiveness for the purpose. Alcohol is
also an excellent diver's multi-purpose substance being
useful as an ear rinse, general disinfectant, and rinsing
agent for seawater flooded cameras or strobes.

Some manuals recommend thorough cleansing of the sting
area with antibacterial soap and water �,5! . However,
Australian authorities specifically state that the affected
area must not be washed with soap or water for 24 hours �,6!.
The libera use of alcohol should provide sufficient cleansing
of the wound area. I recommend that diving instructors follow
those procedures recommended by the Australians in this
respects

Naturally, all stings will not result in severe reactions
or require considerable first aid. For example, fire coral
stings do not involve tentacle removal and some small jellyfish
stings may give only minor, momentary irritation. After minor
encounters the diver may continue the dive. However, divers
and their buddies must maintain an "awareness" for more
serious reactions. Zn rare cases, respiratory/cardiac arrest
may occur and require immediate life saving action.

Potentiall Fatal Jell fish Stin s

The Box Jellyfish or Sea Wasp  Chironex flecheri! is the
most dangerous Known stinging animal rn Australran and South
East Asian waters. Although records are far from complete,
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at least forty fatalities have been recorded on Australian
beaches�!. Examination of records shows that one third of
the fatal cases are said to have died within three minutes
or less of the sting. However, this historical "death
within seconds" phenomenon is now questioned by modern
authorities. The fact rexnains that death can occur within
minutes and immediate first aid is required. A specimen
7 cm in diameter is capable of killing a healthy child,
while a specimen 10 cm or larger in diameter may kill an
adult. The following first aid procedure is recommended
�,3,4,6!:

1. Remove the victim from the water immediately.
Avoid personal contact with any adhering tentacles.
If at all possible, do not allow injured area
and tentacles to come znto contact with sand or
boat surfaces. Such contact may bring more sting
cells in contact with the skin and cause the release
of more venom.

and tentacles with liberal amounts of alcohol

 methylated spirits! .

3. Isolate the envenomed part, if on limbs, from
general circulation as soon as possible. A
tourniquet should be applied in the middle of
the upper arm or thigh above the injury using
the most suitable form of binding applied at a
pressure sufficient to stop the flow of blood
 pulse!. This should be kept in place for
3.4 hours or until anti-venin has been given,
medical attention received and/or the patient
is conscious and breathing normally �!. Most
United States authorities on first aid maintain

that once applied, the tourniquet should be
removed only by medical personnel. Tourniquet.
shock caused by loosening a tourniquet., can be fatal
in itself. Note time of day that tourniquet is applied.

4. Give mouth-to-mouth artificial respiration if
the victim has stopped breathing. Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation is needed when no obvious pulse is
detected. Proceed immediately with routine
resuscitation procedures, as indicated. Do not
interrupt or delay this aspect of the first aid
for any reason if an unconscious patient requires it.
requires it. Do not give up on resuscitation
procedures until advised to do so by a physician
or qualified medical personnel, you are physically unable
to continue or the victim recovers. Apply tourniquets
concurrently, if not working alone.
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5. Remove any remaining tentacles by irrigating
the area with more alcohol. Do not handle
or rub the tentacles unless removal by irrigation
technique is unsuccessful.

6. Oxygen breathing is recommended if equipment is
available.

7. Send for medical aid and antivenin equipment.
The Australians emphasize not moving a seriously
affected victim.

S. Maintain constant observation and keep the victim
quiet even if his or her condition improves significantly.

9. Transfer responsibility for patient to qualified
medical or ambulance personnel upon

A Sea Wasp antivenin has been developed by the
Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, Melbourne, Australia.
Antivenin should be administered to any victim of suspected
Sea Wasp envenomation who, following the above first aid
measures, continues to have difficulty in breathing, swallowing,
or speaking, or is in severe pain. The antivenin should not
be used for minor stings �!. The decision to use antivenin
and the injection must be made by medically qualified/specifically.
trained persons.

S n e In 'uries

Some sponges will produce skin irritation and, in some
cases, symptoms similar to non-fatal jellyfish stings. If
symptoms appear after handling sponges, follow the same
procedure as for non-fatal jellyfish stings. There appear
to be no specific instructions in the literature for
management of sponge "stings."

VENOMOUS PUNCTURE WOUNDS

Venomous puncture wounds may be inflicted by sting rays,
cat fish, weeverfish, and scorpionfish  Zebrafish, Scorpionfish
proper, and Stonefish! and numerous other kinds of venomous

are Probably the kinds most commonly encountered by Caribbean divers.

In general, the venom apparatus of the sting ray consists
of a serrated spine with an enveloping sheath of skin and the
caudal  tail area! appendage to which the spine is attache8.
The spine is edged on either side by a series of sharp retrorse
 bent downward! teeth. Along either edge, on the underside of
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the spine, there is a deep groove. These grooves contain
venom glands which are covered by the skin sheath.

Sting ray wounds are of either the puncture or laceration type.
The menace is most serious to persons wading or crawling on
the bottom in shallow, protected, sand bottom waters. When
contacted, the ray strikes upward with its tail and may
drive the spine deeply into the foot or leg. This usually
produces a ragged, dirty wound or puncture wound. The wound
usually causes immediate and severe pain. Swelling of the
wound area is accompanied by an ashy appearance which later
turns red. Symptoms of shock along with fainting,
nausea, and weakness may follow, depending upon the severity
of the injury and the species of sting ray.

Anatomically, the venom organs of venomous fish
differ from one group to the next. Generally, the venom
organs consist of the dorsal, pelvic, and anal fins, and
their associated venom glands. Venom glands are located
in the outer skin or sheath of the spine.

The pain from venomous fish stings is usually described
as immediate, intense, sharp, shooting, or throbbing, and
radiates from the affected part. The pain may be so severe
from some species that the victim will lose consciousness.
A large spectrum of symptoms including headache, fever, chills,
delirium, nausea, vomiting, sweating, convulsions, respiratory
distress, and cardiac failure have been noted in the literature.

Every species of the genus Conus  cone shells! produces
a venom and most have a fully developed venom delivery
apparatus near the shell opening. The venom varies considerably
with species and only about 6 of the 500 species are
considered deadly to man. The sting ot a Conus usually produces
a numbness, tingling, or burning sensation whrch may spread
rapidly and become particularly pronounced about the lips
and mouth. In severe cases, paralysis and coma may be present.
Deaths are believed to result from cardiac failure.

Tetanus bacteria are often found in marine organisms and may
infect a victim's wound, particularly deep punctures. Divers
should be certain to have not only tetanus, but other immunica-
tions as well up-to-date.

Basic first aid for venomous fish injuries includes the
following:

l. Provide immediate surface flotation and remove the
victim from the water as soon as possible.

2. Pain will be severe. Have victim lie down and apply
measures to prevent/manage shock. Keep affected limb
level with the body and as still as possible to minimize
spread of the venom.
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Irrigate open wound areas with sterile saline solution,
if available, or cold salt water or fresh water. Remove
spine and debris, if visible.

3.

4. Puncture wounds are small in size and removal of
venom is difficult. Several authors state that the

value �,4!. The use of the ligature j.s generally
discouraged for basic first aiders.

Although many diving manuals recommend that first
aiders should make a small incision across the
wound in order to promote bleeding and irrigate
it satisfactorily, Halstead �! indicates that
the incision may be of "limited" value and Edmonds
�! doesn't even refer to it in his discussion of
first aid. Other authors �,6! recommend making
a small incision at the site of the wound and use
of suction  suction device like the one found
in snake kits, not. by mouth!. In light of modern
trends in first aid, and the "potentially limited
value" of the incision method indicated by
physicians �,4!, I am inclined to not recommend
this procedure unless future evidence supports
its benefit.

5.

6. Immerse the affected area in as hot of water as the
victim can tolerate  up to 50 C/122oF! for 30
minutes. This may produce rapid pain relief and
neutralize the venom. Be careful not to scald the
tissue; immerse adjacent unaffected skin. Use
hot compresses if irrmersion is impractical or
impossible. Immersion in hot wa.ter appears to
be the most im ortant first aid procedure universally
agreed upon by aut ors/authorities.

Qualified medical assistance should be obtained as
soon as possible.

7.

Provide immediate surface flotation and remove the
victim from the water as soon as possible.

Lay the victim down and take appropriate measure to
prevent/manage shock. Elevate the affected limb if
possible.

2.

Apply a tourniquet above the wound site  see instruc-
tions under Sea Wasp stings!.

3.

Some manuals suggest that cone shell injuries be managed
the same as venomous fish stings �!. Edmonds �! suggests
that use of a ligature with incision and removal of venom, as
in treatment, of snake bite, may be of value if performed early.
This procedure is also supported by Williams �!. In light
of recommendations in the literature the following procedure
should be considered for managing cone shell injuries:
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4. Sterilize area  and instrument! and make a smaLl
incision over the wound. Apply suction with a
suction device  like snake bite kit!, not hy mouth,
to encourage bleeding. This procedure should be
started as soon as possible.

5. Paralysis and respiratory failure may occur. Make
routine observations of respiration and circulation
continuousl . Employ mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
or CPR z and when indicated.

6. Obtain medical assistance as soon as possible.

VENOMOUS BITES

Venomous sea snakes and the blue-ring octopus are a
particular threat to divers in Australian and Indo-Pacific
waters. At present, there are no reports of sea snakes in
the Caribbean or Florida Keys. However, at least one species
can be found in the Gulf of California. No fatalities have
been associated with octopus species found in the Caribbean
and Florida Keys. Since octopus bites are extremely rare,
little or no reference to specific first aid is given in the
literature except for the blue-zing octopus.

Sea Snake Bites

Sea snake venom is approximately 2-10 times as toxic
as that of land snakes. However, they deliver less of it
and only about one-quarter of those bitten by sea snakes show
signs of poisoning. Only a few of the some 50 species are
considered of significant danger to humans.

There may be no pain or zeaction at the site of the
bite. Symptoms progress from mild to severe, generally
beginning with an ill feeling or anxiety, thickening of the
tongue, muscular stiffness, and aching. Late symptoms include
shock, general weakness, paralysis, thirst, muscle spasms,
respiratory difficulties, convulsions and unconsciousness.
Deaths have been reported. Sea snake venom appears to block
neuromuscular transmission, inducing a generaLized and
painless skeletal paralysis.

Modern trends in first aid for venomous snake bites
exclude the use of the tourniquet-incision-suction procedure
 Rmerrcan Red Cross!. However, most authorities still recom

mend the use of a constricting bandage above the bite �,3,4,6!.
Halstead �! states that a tourniquet should be applied
tightly enough to occlude the superficial venous and Lymphatic
return. It should be released 90 seconds every l0 minutes.
The constricting band must be applied early, less than 30 minutes
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following the bite. Do not apply tightly enough to interrupt
arterial flow �!. Incision and suction are of value only
if applied within the first few minutes �! and only
Williamson �! specifically states that first aid should
include the procedure. The following first, aid management
for a sea snake bite is suggested:

1. Immediately provide surf'ace flotation and remove
the victim from the water as soon as possible.

2. Lay the victim down and take appropriate measures
to prevent/manage shock.

3. Immobolize the affected limb and avoid all exertion.

4. Apply a constricting bandage above the wound site
to restrict superficial venous and lymphatic return,
not arterial flow. Release 90 seconds every 10
minutes and do not use for more than 4 hours �!.

5. Maintain victim under constant observation. Mouth
to mouth respiration/CPR must be started immediately
if indicated.

6. Acquire medical assistance as soon as possible.
Antivenin is available for some species.

7. If possible, capture the snake or make positive
identification of species by recording an accurate description.

Blue-Rin ed Octo us Bite

The blue-ringed octopus  Octo us maculosa or
H l hl maculosa! is foun only in the Australian

ndo-Paci7ic region. The venom of this octopus
is a neurotoxin and a neuromuscular blocker, resulting in
painless muscular paralysis. Other symptoms include dryness
of the mouth; abnormal sensations around mouth, neck and
head, respiratory distress; nausea and/or vomiting and

so on The following first aid procedures are recommended:
1. Provide immediate surface flotation and remove

the victim from the water as soon as possible.

2. Lay the victim down and take appropriate measures
to prevent/manage shock. Place victim on side in
case of vomiting.

3. Apply a constricting bandage between the wound site
and the heart �,3!.

4. Nake a small incision over the wound and encourage
bleeding �,6! .
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5. Maintain the victim under constant observation.
Immediately start artificial respiration/CPR
if indicated.

6. Do not leave victim unattended for any reason.

7. Reassure the patient who may hear but cannot
communicate.

8. Obtain medical assistance as soon as possible.

The bite of the common octopus should be managed as
a venomous puncture- Heat may be beneficial in reducing
pain.

NON-VENOMOUS BITES

The moray eel, barracuda, and shark can inflict tearing,
jagged type lacerations. The shark bite is generally most
serious and often requires dramatic first. aid procedures
to save the victim's life. Relatively minor bites, such as
those of the moray eel and barracuda, require first aid
procedures for lacerations. Consider the following:

l. Provide immediate flotation and remove the victim
from the water as soon as possible.

2. Lay victim down and take appropriate measures to
prevent/manage shock.

3. Elevate the affected limb and apply direct pressure
to the wound to control bleeding. Use a sterile
dressing, if available.

4. Obtain medical assistance as soon as possible.

S. If there is a delay in medical care and bleeding
is controlled, scrub the wound with warm water
and antibacterial soap and cover with a sterile
dressing.

Shark bites are frequently much more severe with massive
tissue damage and profuse bleeding' In many cases immediate
application of a tourniquet will be required to stop life-
threatening blood loss.

ABRASION, LACERATION AND PUNCTURE WOUNDS

Abrasions and lacerations are common among divers. Such
in. juries may result from careless contact. with beach rock, boat
hardware, docks, corals, barnacles and so on. Puncture wounds
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resulting from contact with sea urchins are probably responsible
for the largest percentage of marine life associated diver
injuries.

Cuts and Abrasions

First aid management of cuts and abrasions is extremely
important, especially in tropical areas. Secondary infection
is a major concern in marine life injuries. Often wounds are
ragged and dirty. Diving and life styles in the tropics
promote continuous contamination of the wound and retard
healing. The following first aid measures should be considered:

l. Immediately cleanse wound with hot water and anti-
bacterial soap. Specific antibacterial soaps may be
obtained using a prescription from your physician..
Dial soap has been recommended as an "off the shelf"
substitute.

2. Promote free bleeding.

3. Remove all visible debris; excessive probing can
cause unnecessary tissue damage. Deeply embedded
materials may require medical removal.

4. Cleanse wound area again, rinse with sterile water
and gently dry with a sterile pad  or air dry! .

5. Keep the wound dry, at least when not diving.
Cleanse and change dressing as soon as possible
upon returning from a dive. Even minor wounds
can become seriously infected.

6. The use of ant'iseptic creams, disinfectants, etc.
is a matter of personal preference.

7. Medical attention may be required to cleanse and
close serious cuts and/or to arrest infection.
Tetanus is a possibility in marine environment wounds.

Sea Urchin S ines

The common sea urchin of the Florida Keys and Caribbean
has long, brittle spines and produces a painful puncture-type
wound with redness and swelling. The fragments of the spines
will produce a purple skin discoloration in the area of the
wound. In minor injuries, the spines will dissolve with
few complications besides minor pain. However, most spines
will cause irritating discomfort of long duration if not
removed. Superficial spines can be removed with fine tweezers
or a small needle  sterilized!, the area thoroughly scrubbed
with soap and water, and a sterile dressing applied. Medical
services will be required to remove numerous and/or deeply
embedded spines. Also, consult a physician if symptoms of
infection or other complications appear.
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Bristleworm In'uries

Contact with the bristles of the bristleworm may produce
inflammation, swelling, and numbness. Bristles can be removed
from the skin of the victim using adhesive tape and alcohol should be
applied to the area to alleviate discomfort.

CONCLUSION

Prevention of injuries is the best policy. Through proper
diving techniques, buoyancy control, environment familiarity,
and common sense precaution most diving injuries can be
prevented. Carelessness and improper diving techniques lead
to injury. Do not handle marine organisms that you are
unfamiliar with and do not take chances with those which
you know can inflict injury.

Most divers are unprepared to administer proper first
aid. Generally, they simply lack the proper "tools." A
review of the procedures given in this paper indicates that
a properly equipped tropical diver should include the following
items in a personal or group kit:

1. Large bottle of alcohol  at least one pint!;

2. Antibacterial soap;

3. Tweezers/needles/surgical blade;

4. Constricting band;

5. Sterile dressings and bandaihs  ample supply of
assorted sizes!;

6. Metal first aid kit container  with a water-tight
cover! that can be used for heating water and large
enough to allow immersion of an injured hand or foot;

7. Canned heat and waterproof matches for heating water;

S. Aspirin;

9. Adhesive tape;

10. Meat tenderizer;

11. Anaesthetic and/or antihistamine cream; and

12. Snake bite kit suction device.
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All divers should complete a basic/advanced first aid
course. Whenever diving in an unfamiliar area, the diver
must consult with local divers, professional lifeguards,
diving instructors or other knowledgeable authorities
regarding potentially hazardous marine life and first aid
for specific marine life injuries.

There is still much to be learned regarding first aid
for marine life injuries. Changing trends in modern basic
first aid practices raise questions regarding "acceptable"
procedures for managing a marine life injury. For example,
authorities now disagree on the use of a tourniquet as a
first aid procedure for venomous land snake bites. Several
marine life/diving medicine authorities specifically emphasize
the use of a tourniquet. There are also discrepancies in the
tourniquet management. Who is right?

Some diving instructors in the United States are quick to
condemn the first aid procedures specified by Australian
authorities. However, North American divers do not live daily
with the potential serious consequences of i~juries inflicted
by such animals as the sea wasp, the blue-ringed octopus and
sea. snakes. We must acknowledge the opinion of those persons
who deal with these animals on a routine basis. Diving in-
structors and divers must remain abreast of new developments
in first aid. Efforts must be made to establish universally
accepted procedures. Xn the meantine, United States divers
must know what first aid practices to expect when working with
divers from foreign countries.
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APPENDIX P

I. PREVIOijS DIVE:

feet

Schedule used

Repetitive group feet

REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

minutes C3 Standard Air Table

feet 0 No-Decompression Tab,

repetitive group designation

II. SURFACK INTERVAI '

hours minutes on surface.

Repetitive group from I

New repetitive group from surface

Residual Nitrogen Timetable

III. RKSIDUAI. NITROGEN TIME:

feet  depth of repetitive dive!

New repetitive group from II.

Residual nitrogen time from

Residual Nitrogen Timetable

IV. EOUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIMK:

minutes, residual nitrogen time from III.

+ minutes, actual bottom time of repetitive dive.

minutes, equivalent single dive time.

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE Df V:

minutes, equivalent single dive time from IV.

feet, depth of repetitive dive

Decompression from  check one!:
C3 Standard Air Table p No-Decompression Table
Q Surface Table Using Oxygen P Surface Table Using Air
C] No decompression required

Decompression Stops: feet minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes
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APPENDIX Q

STATE OF MICHIGAN
THE

DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND LABOR

STANDARD FOR DIVING OPERATIONS



STATE OF MICHIGAN

THE

DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND LABOR

a standard for

DIVING OPERATIONS

promulgated by
THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH STANDARDS COMMISSION

THE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY STANDARDS COMMISSION

and

THE GENERAL INDUSTRY SAFETY STANDARDS COMMISSION
by authority of

Act 154 of the Public Acts of 1974, as amended

Part 3. R 325.50301 to R 325.50348 � Occupational Health Standards Commission

Part 3t, R 408,43101 to R 408,43162 � Construction Safety Standards Commission

Part 79. R 408.17901 to R 408.17903 � General Industry Safety Standards Commission

NOTE: Standards will be distributed under the Freedom of information policy which requires
documents to be supplied at the coat of duplication per page plus handling charges, Charges
will not be made for orders totaling less than $5,00.
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R 325.50301. Applicability.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Rule 301. Theee ruleS apply tO diving and related
support operations. These rules do not apply to any diving
operatiori performed solely for recreational instruction
purposes vsing open-circuit. compressed-air SCUBA and
conducted within the no-decompression limits.

R 325.50302. Deviations from rules; emergencies, duty
to notify.

Rule 302. An employer inay deviate from the require-
ments of these rules to the extent necessary to prevent or
minimize a situal~on that is likely to cause death, seriovs
physical harm, or major environmental damage. provided
that the employer cornplies with the foitowing:

 a! Notifies the department of labor within 72 hours of
the onset of the emergency situation indicating the
nature of the emergency and extent of the deviation
from these rules.

 b! Upon request from the department of labor or the
department of public health, submits such informa-
tion in writing.

 d!

 e!

 f!

 g!

 'h!

and breathing mixtures to be followed after a
specific depth-time exposure or exposures,

Dive lOCatiOn" means a surface Or veSsel from
which a diving operation is conducted.

"Dive-location reserve breathing gas" means a
volume tank or an independent supply of air or
mixed gas at the dive location sufficient under
standard operating conditions to allow the diver to
reach the surface.

"Dive team" means divers and support employees
involved in a diving operation, inctuding the
designated person in charge.

"Diver" means an employee in the water using
underwater apparatua that Supp!isa COrnpreaaed
breathing gas at the ambient pressure.

"Diver-cerned reserve breathing gas" means a
diver-carried supply of air or mixed gas sufficient
under standard operating conditions to allow the
diver to reach the surface, a bell, or to be rescued
by a standby diver.

"Diving mode" means a type of diving requiring
specific equipment. procedures, and techniques,
such as SCUBA, surface-suppiied air, or mixed gas.

R 325.50303. Out!ca as employer.

Rule 303. An empioyer shall be responsibie for com-
pliance with the fotlowing:

 a! All provisions of these rules of generaf applicability.
 b! All requirements pertaining to specific diving

modes to the extent diving operations are con-
ducted in such modes.

R 325.50304. Definitions; A to C.

Rule 344. As used in these rules:

 ai 'Acfm" ~sans actual cubic feet per minute.
 b! "ATA" means atmosphere absolute,

 c! "Sell" means an enclosed compartment, a pres-
surized, closed bell, or an unpressurized, open bell,
thai allows the diver to be transported to and from
the underwater work area and which may be used
as a temporary refuge during a diving operation.

 d! "Bonom time" means the total elapsed time,
measured in minutes, from the time when a diver
leaves the surface in descent to the time that the
diver begins ascent.

 e! "Bursting pressure" means the pressure at which a
pressurized device would fail structurally.

 f! ' Cylinder" means a pressure vessel for the storage
of gases.

R 325 $0305. Definitions; D.

Rule 305. As used in these rules:

 a! ' Decompression chamber" means a pressure ves-
sel for human occupancy such as a surface
decompression chamber pressurized bali, or deep
diving Syetem uSed tO OeCOmpreSS a diver and tO
treat decompression sickness.

 bi Decompression sickness" means a condition with
a variety of symptoms that may resutt from gas or
bubbleS in the tiSSueS Of a diver after preSSure
reduction.

lci Decompress~on table ' means a profile or set of
profiles of depth-time reiationsnips for ascent rates

R 325.50308. Definitions; F to lif.

Rule 308. As used in these rules:

 a! "Fsw" means feet of seawater or equivalent static
pressure head,

 b! "Heavy gear" means diver-worn deep-sea dress,
inc luding helmet, breast-plate. dry suit, and
weighted shoes,

 c! "Hyperbaric conditions" means pressure condi-
tions in excess of surface pressure,

 d! "Inwater stage" means a suspended underwater
platform that supports a diver in the water.

 e! "Liveboating" means the practice of supporting a
surface-supplied air or mixed gas diver from a
vessel that is underway.

 f! Mixed gas diving" means a diving mode in which
a diver is supplied in the water with a breathing gas
other than air.

R 325.50307. Definitions; N to S.

Rule 307. As used in these ru!es:

 a! "No-decompression limits" means a combination
of the depth of a dive and bottom time that permits
a diver to return to the surface without decompres-
sion. as expressed in the U.S, navy diving manuai.
The U.S. navy diving manual, volume No. 1, air
diving. !973. as amended to December, f975, and
volume No. 2, mixed gas diving, 1973, as amended
thrOugh DeCember, 1975, are inCOrpcrated herein
by reference and may be inspected at the Lansing
office of the Michigan department of public heafth,
The manual may be purchased at a cost of 53.25 for
eaCh vOlume by Ordering fram the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402, or from the Michigan
Department of Public Health, 3500 North Logan,
Box 30035, Lansing. Michigan 48909.

 b! Psig" means pounds per square inch, gauge.
 c! "Quakfied employee" means One whO, by extensive

knowledge, training. and experience. has success-
fully demonstrated the ability to solve or resolve
problems relating to the sub!act matter. the work,
or the project.



 d! "SCUBA diving" means a diving mode independent
of surface supply in which a di~er uses open circuit,
self-contained, underwater breathing apparatus.

le! "Standby diver" means a diver at the dive location
available and in a sufficient state of readiness to
assist a diver in the water.

tll "Surface-supplied air diving" means a diving mode
in whiCh the diver in the water iS Supplied frOm the
dive location with compressed air far breathing,

R 325.50308. Definitions; T to W.

Rule 308. As used in these rules:
 a! "Treatment table" means a depth-time and breath-

ing gas profile used in the treatment of decom-
pression sickness,

 b! "Umbilical" means the composite hose bund!<
between a dive location and a diver or bell, or
between a diver and a bell, which may supply a
diver or bell with breathing gas, communications,
power, and heat, and may include a safety line.

 c! "Volume tank" means a pressure vessel connected
to the outlet of a compressor and used as an air
reservoir,

 d! "Working pressure" means the maxirnurn pressure
to which a pressure containment device may be
exposed under standard operating conditions.

R 325.50309. Dive team; training and experience.

Rule 309. �! An employer shall assure that a dive
tram member has the experience and training necessary to
perform assigned tasks in a safe and healthful manner. The
training and experience shall include the following:

lal The use of tools, equipment, and systems relevant
to assigned tasks.

 b! Techniques of the assigned diving mode.

 c! Diving operations and emergency procedures.
 d! Familiarity with the contents of the safe practices

manual required by rule 317

�! All dive team rnernbers shall be trained in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and first aid by American
red cross or equivaient organization.

l3! A dive team member who is exposed to or controls
the exposure of others to hyperbaric conditions shall be
trained in diving-related physics and physiology.

R 325.50310. Dive team; supervisor designation; as-
signments; hyperbaric exposure.

Rule 310.  t! An employer or an empiloyee desig-
nated by the employer shall be at the dive location in
charge of atl aspects of the diving operation affecting the
health of a dive team member.

�! The designated person in charge shall have
experience and training in the conduct of the assigned
diving ops ra t ion,

�! EaCh dive team member Shat! be aesigned taSkS in
accordance with the employee's experience or training,
except that limited additional tasks may be assigned to an
employee undergoing training if these tasks are performed
under the direct supervision of an experienced dive team
member

�! An employer shall not require a dive team member
io be exposed to hyperbaric conditions against the
employee's will. except when necessary to corn piete
decompression or treatment procedures.

l5! An empioyer shall not permit a dive team member

to dive or be otherwise exposed to hyperbaric conditions
for the duration of any temporary physical impairment or
condition that is known ta the employer and is likely to
adversely affect the health of a dive team member.

R325.50311, Medical examination; duty to determine
fitness; availability of reports; performance
of examination.

Rule 311. �! An employer shall determine by medi-
cal examination whether a dive team member who is, or is
likely to be. exposed to hyperbanc conditions is medically
fit to perform an assigned task in a safe and healthful
manner.

t2! An employer shall make available to each dive
team member who is, or is likely to be, exposed to
hyperbaric conditions, all medical examinations required
by these rules at the employer's cost except as provided in
rule 316�!.

�! All medical examinatiOna required by theSe ruleS
shall be performed by, or under the direction of, a
physic isn.

R 325.50312. Medical examinations; frequency; follow-
ing injury or illness.

Rule 312. A medical examination shall be provided as
follows:

 a! Prior to init i at hyperbaric exposure with an
employer, unless an equivalent medical examina-
tion has been given within the preceding 12
months. and the employer has obtained the resutts
of the examination and, has obtained an opinion
from the examining physician of an employee's
medical fitness to clive or to be otherwise exposed
to hyperbaric conditions.

 b! At 1-year intervals from the date of initial examina-
tion or last equivalent examination.

 c! After an iniury or iliness requiring hospitalization of
more than 24 hours.

R 325.50313. Medical examinations; inform atiort pro-
vided to examining physician.

Rule 313. An employer shall provide the fallowing
information to the examining physician:

 a! A copy of rutes 311 to 316, including table I, and the
guide to the determination of hyperbaric fitness,
which may be obtained from the Michigan depart-
rnent of public health, 3500 North Logan, Box
30035, Lansing, Michigan 48909.

 b! A summary of the nature and extent of hyperbaric
conditions to which the dive team member witt be
exposed, including diving modes and types of work
to be assigned,

R 325.50314. Medical examinations; contents; following
injury or illness.

Rule 314. �! Medica! examinations conducted ini-
tially and annually shall consist of the following:

 a! Medical history

 b! Diving-related work history,

 c! Basic physical exarrlinatian.

 d! The tests required by table I.

 e! Any additional tests the physician considers neces-
sary.

�! Medical examinations conducted after an injury or
illneSS requinng hOSpitaiizatiOn of mOre than 24 hOura Shall



be appropriate to the nature and extent of the inlury or
ilineSS aS determined by the examining phyaiCian.

TABLE I.
TESTS FOR DIVING MEDICAt. EXAIvtINATIQN

lmtrai Annual
examination reexaminationTest

X X

X X X
X x X X

Chest X-ray ................
visual acuity...............
Color blindness ............
EKG standard 12L
Hearing test
Hematocrn or hemoglobin
Sickle cel! index ...,.......
White blood count .........
unnalysis .....,............

X'

X X

' To be given to the employee annually, at age 35 and over.

R 325.503%5. Medical examinations; physician' ~ report;
employee copy.

Rule 315. �! After any medical examination required
by the ruies in this part, an employer shall obtain a written
report prepared by the examining physician that includes
the following:

 a! The results of the medical examination.

 b! The examining physician s opinion of the
employee's fitness to be exposed to hyperbaric
conditions, including any recommended restric-
tions or limitations to such exposure.

�! The empioyer shall provide an employee with a
copy of the physician's written report.

R 325.50315. Medical examinations; determination of
employee fitness; restrictions; second
opinion; third opinion, assignment pending
determination.

Rule 31tL �! An emptoyer shall determine the extent
and nature of a dive team member's fitness to engage in
diving or to be otherwise exposed to hyperbaric conditions
consistent with the reccmmendatidna iri the examining
physician's report.

�! It the examining physician has recommended a
restriction or i imitation on the dive team member's
exposure to hyperbaric conditions, and the affected
employee does not concur, a second physician may be
retained to render a medical opinion on the nature and
extent of the restriction or limitation, if any. The second
physician shall be provided the information required by
rule 313.

�! lf the recommendation of the second opinion
differs from that of the first examining physician, and if the
employer and employee are unable to agree on the nature
and extent of the restnction of limitation, an opinion from a
third physician selected by the first 2 physicians shall be
obtained at the ernpioyer's cost, The employer's deterinina-
tion of the dive team member's fitness shall be consistent
with the medical opinion of the third physician unless the
employer and employee reach an agreement that is
otherwise consistent with the recommendation or opinion
Of not leSS than 2 Of the phyaiCianS invclved.

�! Nothing in this procedure shall be construed to
prOhibil either a dive team member frOm aCCepting, Or an
emplcyer frcm Offer~ng, an aaaignrnent that ie OtherWiae
consistent with at least 1 med~cal opinion while a final
determination on the employee's fitness is pending.

R 325,50317. Safe practices manual; availability; con-
tents.

Rule 317. �! An employer shall develop and main-
tain a sate practices manual that shall be made available to
each dive team member at the dive location.

 a! Operating procedures and checklists for diving
operations.

 b! Assignments and responsibilities of the dive team
members.

 c! Equipment procedures and checklists.
 d! Emergency procedures for fire. equipment failure,

adverse environmental conditions, and medical
illness and iniury,

R 325.5031L pre-dive procedures; emergency aid.

Rule 319. A list shall be kept at the dive location
including a telephone or call number for each of the
following:

 a! An operational decompression chamber, if not at
the dive location.

 b! Accessible hospitais,
 c! Available physicians.

 d! Available means of transportation.
 e! The nearest U.S. coast guard rescue coordination

center.

R 325.50319. Pr~ive procedures; required first aid kit;
first aid handbook; oxygen lnhaiation unit.

Rule 319. �! A first aid kit, appropriate for the diving
operation and approved by a physician, shall be avaiiabie
at the dive iocation.

�! When used in a decompression chamber or bell,
the first aid kit shall be suitable for use under hyperbaric
conditions.

�! In addition to other first aid auppiies. an American
red cross standard first aid handbook or equivalent. and an
oxygen inhalation unit shall be available at the dive
location.

R 325.50320. Pre<fve procedures; health planning and
assessment,

Rule 320. �! Planning of a diving operation shall
include an assessment of the safety and health aspects of
the following:

 a! Diving mode.
 b! Surface and underwater conditions and hazards,
 c! Breathing gas supply, including reserves.
 d! Thermal protection,

 e! Diving equipment and systems.
 f! Dive team assignments and physical fitness of dive

team members, including any impairment known to
the employer.

 g! Repetitive dive designation or residual inert gas
status of dive team rnernbers.

 h! Decompression and treatment procedures, includ-
ing altitude corrections.

 i! Decompression tables.

 j! Emergency procedures.

�! Decompression tables, repetitive tables. and no-
decornpression tables. as appropnate, shatl be at the dive
location.



R 325&0321. Pre-dive procedures; coordination with
other actlvit!es.

Rule 321. To minimize hazards to the dive team, a
IV ng operation shaH be coordinated with other activities

in tne vicinity that are likely to interfere with the diving
c pe~at ion.

R325.50322 Pre-dive procedures; employee briefing;
physical fittness Inquiry.

Rule 322.  t! A dive team member shaH be briefed on
aH of the following:

ia! The tasks to be undertaken.
ib! Operating procedures for the diving mode,
ic! Any unusual hazards or environmental conditions

likely to affect the safety of the diving operation.
id! Any modifications of operating procedures necessi ~

tated by the specific diving operation.
i 2! Prior to making individual dive team member

ass gnrnents, an employer shall inquire into a dive team
member's current state of physical fitness, and indicate to
the dive team member the procedure for reporting physical
problems or adverse physiological effects during and after
tne dive,

R 325%0323. Pre-dive procedures; communication sys-
tem.

Rule 323. An operational 2-way voice communication
system shall be provided as follows:

la! At the dive location to obtain emergency assis-
tance.

lb! Between each surface-supplied air or mixed gas
diver and a dive team member at the dive location
and bell.

 c! Between the bell and the dive location.

R 325.M324. Pre-dive procedures; equipment inspec-
tion.

Rule 324. The breathing gas supply system, including
reserve breathing gas supplies, masks, helmets, and
gauges. and timekeeping devices, thermal protection, and
c ei handling mechanism, when appropriate, shall be
i spec'.ed poor to each dive.

R 325.50325. Diving procedures; dive progles.

Rule 325. A depth-time profite, including, when
aopropriate, any breathing gas changes shall be main-
taired at the dive location for each diver during the dive,
includ.ng decompression

R 325,50326, Termination of dive.

Rule 326. The working interval of a dive shalt be
terr-unated when any of the following occurs:

a! A diver requests termination.

b! A diver fails to respond correctly to communica-
tions or signals from a dive team member.

c! Communications are lost and cannot be quickly
reestablished between the diver and a dive team
rr. mber at the dive location, and between the
d signated person in charge and the person
controlling the ve-sel in a liveboating operation.
A diver begins to use diver-carried reserve breath-
ing gas or the dive-location reserve breathing gas.

 e! When a scheduled work interval has expired.
R 325.50327. PostAlve procedures generally.

Rule 327. An employer shall comply with the following
requirements, which are applicable after each diving
oper'a'tron:

 a! Check the physical condition of the diver,
 b! instruct the diver to report any physical probiems or

adverse physiological effects including aymtrtoms
of decompression sickness.

 c! Advise the diver of the location of a decompression
chamber that is ready for use.

 d! Alert the diver to the potential hazards of flying
after diving,

 e! Instruct the diver to remain awake and in the
vicinity of the dive location for not less than t hour
after a dive that requires a decompression
chamber.

R 325.50328. Post<fve procedures; recording and main-
taining Inform atfon.

Rule 328.  t! The following information shall be
recorded and maintained for each diving operation:

 a! Names of dive team members, including designaled
person in charge.

 b! Date, time, and iocation.
 c! Diving modes used.
 d! General nature of work performed.
 e! Approximate underwater and surface conditions,

such as visibility, water temperature, wind velocity,
and current.

 f! Maximum depth and bottom time for each diver,
�! For each dive for which a decompression chamber

is required, the following additionat information shall be
recorded and maintained;

 a! Depth-time and breathing gas profiles.
 b! Decompression table designation, including any

modification.
 c! Elapsed time since last pressure exposure, if less

than 24 hours, or repetitive dive designation for
each diver.

�! For each dive in which decompression sickness is
suspected or symptoms are evident, the following addi-
tional information shall be recorded and maintained:

 a! Description of decompression sickness symptoms,
including depth and time of onset,

 b! Description and results of treatment.

R 325.50329. Post<ive procedures; decompression pro-
cedure assessment; corrective action; writ-
ten evaluation.

Rule 329.  t! An employer shatl investigate and
evaluate each incident of decompression sickness based
on the recorded information, consideration of the past
performance of decompress~on table used, and individual
susceptibility.

�! Appropriate corrective action shaH be taken by an
employer to reduce the probability of recurrence of
decompression sickness.

�! A written evaluation of the decompression proce-
dure assessment, including any corrective action taken,
shall be prepared by the employer within 45 days of the
incident of decompression sickness.



R 325,50330. SCUBA diving; restrictions.

Rule 330. SCUBA diving shall not be conducted:
 al At depths greater than 130 fsw,

 b! At depths greater than 100 fsw or outside the
no<ecornpressron limits unless a decompression
chamber is ready for use.

 c! Against currents exceeding 1 knot unless line-
tended.

 d! ln enclosed or physically confining spaces uniess
line-tended.

R 325.50331. SCUBA diving; procedures,

Rule 331. �! A diver shall be line tended from the
surface, or accompanied by another diver in the water in
continuous visual or physical contact during the diving
operation.

�! A standby diver shall be available while a
line-tended diver is in the water, The standby diver shall be
dressed to enter the water except for fins, mask, and
breathing apparatus, which shall be readiiy available.

�! A d~ver shall be stationed at the underwater point
of entry when tine-tended diving is conducted in enclosed
or physically confining spaces.

�! Each diver shall be equipped with the following
functioning equipment;

 a! A low-air supply warning device. or
 b! An independent reserve cylinder with a separate

regulator or connected to the underwater breathing
apparatus.

R 325.50332. Surface-supplied air diving generally.

Rule 332. �! Surface-supplied air diving shall not be
conducted at depths deeper than 190 fsw, except that dives
with bottom times of 30 minutes or less may be conducted
to depths of 220 fsw,

�! A decompression chamber shall be ready for use at
the dive location for any dive outside the no-
decompression iimits or deeper then 100 fsw.

�! A bell shall be used for dives with an inwater
decompression time greater than 120 minutes, except
when heavy gear ia wOrn Or diving iS CanduCted in
physicaily confining spaces.

R 325.50333. Surface-supplied air diving; procedures.

Rule 333. �! Each diver shall be continuously
tended while in the water,

�! A diver shall be stationed at the underwater point
of entry when diving is conducted in enclosed or physically
confining spaces.

�! Each diving operation shall have a primary
breathing gas supply sufficient to support divers for the
duration of the planned dive. including decompression.

�! For dives deeper than 100 fsw or outside the
no-decompression limits, the fallowing procedures shall
apply-

 a! A separate dive team member shall tend each diver
in the water.

 bl A standby diver shall be available while a diver is in
the water A Standby SurtaCe-Supplied Cliver Shall be
dressed to enter the water except for helmet or
maak and weighta, whiCh Shall be readily available,
A Standby SCUBA diver Shall be dreaaed in
accordance with ruie 331�!.

 c! A diver-carried reserve breathing gas supply shall
be provided for each diver except when heavy gear
is worn,

 d! A dive-location on-line reserve breathing gas supply
shall be provided.

�! For heavy-gear diving deeper than 100 fsw or
outside the no<ecampresstan limits, Ihe following proce-
dures shall apply.

 a! An extra breathing g'hs hose capable of supplying
breathing gas to the diver in the water shall be
available to the standby diver.

 b! An inwater stage shall be provided to a diver in the
water,

�! Except when heavy gear is worn or where physical
space does not permit, a diver-carried reserve breathing
gas supply shall be provided whenever a diver is prevented
by the configuration of the dive area from ascending
directly to the surface.

R 325.50334. Mixed gas diving generally.

Rule 334. Mixed gas diving shall be conducted only
when the following occur:

 a! A decompression chamber when required by rule
341�! c! is ready for use at the dive location.

 b! A bett is used at depths greeter than 220 lsw or
when the dive involves inwater decompression time
of greater than 120 minutes, except when heavy
gear is worn or when diving in physically confining
spaces.

 c! A pressurized bell is used at depths greater than
300 fsw, except when diving is conducted in
physically confining spaces.

R325.50335. Mixed gas diving; proceduree; reqttlred
equipment.

Rule 335. �! A separate dive team member shall
tend each diver in the water.

�! A standby diver shall be available white a diver is in
the water.

�! A diver shall be stationed at the underwater point
Of entry when diving iS conduCted in an enclosed Or
physically confining space,

 I! Each diving operation shall have a primary
breathing gas suppiy sufficient to support divers for the
duration of the planned dive including decompression.

�! Each divmg operation shall have a dive-location
on-line reserve breathing gas suppiy,

�! When heavy gear is worn the fotlowing shall be
provided:

 a! An extra breathing gas hase capable of supplying
breathing gas ta a diver in the water shall be
available to the standby diver.

 b! An inwater stage shelf be provided to a diver in the
water.

�! An inWater Stage Shall be prOvided far a diver
without access to a bell for a dive deeper than 100 fsw or
outside the no-decompression limits.

 8! When a pressurized bell is used, 1 dive team
member in the bell shail be available and tend the diver
wtia is in the water.

 9! Except when heavy gear is worn or where physical
space does not permit, a diver-carried reserve breathing
gas supply shall be provided for each diver who engages in
the following:



l at Diving deeper than 1 00 faw Or Outaitle the
no-decompression limits.

lol Prevented by the configuration of the dive area
from directty ascending to the surface,

R 325.50336. Llveboating; prohibitions.

Rule 336. A diving operation involving liveboating
s~at not be conducted during any of the following
c on 0 itions:

 a! With an inwater decompression time of greater
than 120 minutes.

lb! Using surface-supplied air at depths deeper than
f 90 fsw, except that a dive with bottom time of 30
minutes or less may be conducted to depths of 220
tsw.

I:! Using mixed gas at depths greater than 220 fsw.
ld! 'In rough seas with a wave height of more than 3

feet.

te! In other than daylight hours.

R 325.50337, Liveboatlng; procedures. I

Rule 337. �! The propetler of the vessei shalt be
s.'opped before a diver enters or exits the water.

<2! A device shalt be used that minimizes the
cossibility of entanglement of a diver's hose in the
r.ropetier of the vessei.

I3! Two-way voice communication between the desig-
rated person in charge and the person controlling the
iessel shall be used white a diver is in the water.

.4! A standby diver shalt be available while a diver is in
t-e water. The standby diver shall be dressed in
a corcance with rule 333�! b!.

<5! A diver-carried reserve breathing gas supply shall
.'s carried by each diver engaged in a tiveboating
c pe ration.

R 325.50338. Equipment; record of service.

Rule 338. Equipment modification, repair, test, cali-
=. a'io i or maintenance service shall be recorded by mes~a
' a tagging or logging system, and include the date and

re of work performed, and the name or initiate of the
person performing the work,

tt 325,50339. Equipment; air compressor system; re-
quired equipment; location; supplied air;
testing output; valves.

Rule 339. �! A compressor used to supply air to a
'iv=r shall be equipped with a volume tank with a check
,ai, on tne iniet side, a pressure gauge, a relief vaive, and
a crain valve.

,2! An air compressor intake shall be located away
' o~ an area containing exhaust or other contaminants,

-3I Respirable air supplied.to a diver shalt not contain
;he foilowing,

iai A level of carbon monoxide  CO! greater than 20
ppm,

'bl A level of carbon dioxide  COz! greater than 1,000
porn.

c, A level of oil mist greater than 5 mitligrams per
cubic meter.

id, A noxious or pronounced odor

I4i The Output Of an air CompreSSOr system shall be

tested for air purity every 6 months by means of samples
taken at the COnneCtiOn tO the dialributiOn Syatem, exCept
that nOn-Oit lubriCated COmpreSSOra need nOt be teated for
oil mist

�! Stow opening onwff valves shall be used when the
system operating pressure exceeds 500 psig.

R 325.50340. Equipment; buoyancy control; exhaust
valve; buoyancy compensator; ffotatfon
device.

Rule 340. �! A helmet or mask connected directly to
the dry suit or other buoyancy-changing equipment shall
be equipped with an exhaust valve.

�! A dry suit or other buoyancywhangtng equipment
not directly connected to the helmet or mask shall be
equipped with an exhaust vatve.

�! When used tor SCUBA diving, a buoyancy com-
pensator shall have an inflation source separate from the
breathing gas supply.

�! Except when the diver is wearing a variable volume
suit, an inflatable flotation device capable of maintaining
the diver at the surface in a face-up position. having a
manually activated inflation source independent of the
'breathing supply, an oral inflation device, and an
over-pressure relief device or exhaust valve shall be used
for SCUBA diving.

R 325.5034t. Decompression chambers; availability and
location.

Rule 341. �! A decompression chamber capable of
recompressing a diver at the surface to a minimum of 165
fsw � ATA! shall be available to the dive location when any
of the following occur:

 a! Surface-supplied air dives are conducted between
100 fsw and 220 fsw and require less than 30
minutes in-water decompression time, except that
inspection or research dives within no decompres-
sion limits may be conducted to 130 fsw.

 b! Surface-supplied air dives between 100 fsw and 220
fsw require an in-water decompression time ot 30
minutes or greater.

 c! Mixed gas dives are conducted beyond 130 fsw.
�! A decompression chamber capable of recornpres-

sing a diver at the surface to the maximum depth of the
dive shall be avaitable to the dive location for dives greater
than 220 fsw,

�! A decompression chamber shall be located within
15 minutes surface travel time from the dive location for
dives described in subrule  a! and within 5 minutes surface
travel time from the dive location for all other dives.

R 325.50342. Decompression chambers; operation; qual-
ified employee; required equipment; in-
spectlo Il.

Rule 342 �! A qualified employee shall be available
to operate the decompression chamber for not less than 1
hour after a dive for which a decompression chamber is
required. The qualified employee may be a dive team
member or another employee qualified to operate the
decompression chamber.

�! The decompression chamber operator shall have
available at the chamber location necessary treatment
tables, treatment gas appropriate to the diving mode, and
sufficient gas to conduct treatment

�! A muffler on each decompression intake and
exhaust line and the suction guard on the exhaust line



Shait be regularly inapeoted and maintained.

�! A 2-way voice communication system shall be
provided between the occupants of other separately
pressurized compartments and a dive team member at tne
chamber location.

�! A decompression chamber shall be maintained and
operated to minimize sources of ignition and combustible
materials in each compartment.

R 325 50343. Oecompression chambers; construction
requirements.

Rule 343. �! A decompression chamber manufac-
tured after October 20, 1977, shall be built, stamped. and
maintained in accordance with ASME code. Section Vfff,
1974, and the addenda thereto through December 31, 1976.
and the PVHO-f. 1977 edition, which are incorporated
herein by reference and may be inapeCted at the Lanaing
office of the Michigan department Of publiC health. Section
Vtlf of the ASME cade may be purchased at a cost of
$100.00 and the PVHO-1 may be purchased at a cost of
510.00 by ordering from the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, Uniled Engineenng Center, 345 East
Forty-Seventh Street, New York. New York. 10017, or from
the Michigan Department af Public Health, 3500 North
Logan. Box 30035. Lansing, Michigan. 48909.

�! A decompression chamber manufactured prior to
October 20, 1977, shall be maintained in conformity with
the cocle requirements to which it was built, or their
equivalent.

�! A decompression chamber shall be of dual lock
construction and shall be large enough to accommodate a
diver and a persan or persons to render treatment.

�! A decompression chamber shall be equipped with
all of the foilowing:

 a! An intenor and exterior pressure gauge for each
compartment designed far human occupancy.

 b! A built-in breathing system with a minimum of 1
mask per occupant.

 c! A means to maintain the oxygen Nvef in the
chamber atmosphere below 25% by volum ~ .

 d! A veiwport that allows all bunks to be seen from the
exterior for their entire length,

 e! liluminatian sufficient to tight the interior ta allow
viewing of the accupants, the reading af gauges by
an OCCupant, and operatiOn of inatalled Syetema
within each campartment,

 f! A saund-pawered telephane Syatem Or Other
emergency backup communications systems.

 g! A means of operating all installed man-way locking
devices fram bath Sidea af a Claeed hatch.

 hl A capability to supply breathing mixtures at the
maximum rate required by all occupants sufficient
to maintain the interiar atmosphere below 2%
surface equivalent carbon dioxide by volume,

 i! A means of over-riding and controlling from the
exterior all interior breathing and pressure supply
controls.

�! Electrical equipment installed inside the chamber
shall be explosion-proof.

R 325.50344 Equipment; gauges ana timekeeping de-
vices.

Pule 344. �! Gaugea indicating diver depth that Can
be read at the dive location shall be used for all
sur face-supplied dives.

�! Each depth gauge shall be deacl-weight tested or

calibrated against a master reference gauge initialty and
every 6 rnOnthS thereafter, and when there iS a diSCrepanCy
greater than pius or minus 2'4 of full scale between any 2
equivalent gauges.

�! A timekeeping device shall be available and
monitored at each surface-supplied dive location.

�! A cylinder pressure gauge capable of being
monitOred by the diver during the dive shall be wOrn by
each SCUBA diver,

�! A timekeeping device shall be worn by each
SCUBA diver in a position to be monitored by the diver.

R 325.50345. Equfptnent; masks and helntata.

Rule 345 �! Surface-supplied air and mixed gas
masks and helmets shall have the foilow<ng;

 a! A nan-raturn valve at the attachment point between
helmet ar mask and hose that shall close readily
and positively.

 b! An exhaust valve,

�! Surface-Supplied air maaka and helmeta Shall have
a minimum ventilation rate capability af 4.5 acfm at any
depth at which they are operated or the capability of
maintaining the diver s inspired carbon dioxide partial
pressure below 0.02 ATA when the diver is producing
carbon dioxide at the rate ol 1.6 standard liters per minute.

R 325.50348. Equipment; oxygen service; cleaning; shut
off valves.

Rule 346. �! Equipment used with oxygen or mix-
tures containing aver 40% by volume oxygen shall be
designed far oxygen service.

�! Components. except umbilicals, exposed to oxy-
gen or mixtures containing 4@K by volume shall be
cleaned of flammable matenals before use.

�! Oxygen systems over 125 psig and compressed air
systems over 500 psig shall have slow-opening shut off
valves,

R 328.50347. Occupational fnjurfea; recording and re-
porting.

Rule 347. �! An empioyer shall record and report
occupational injuries and illnesses in accordance with
requirements of Part 11. Recording and Reporting of
OCCupatiOnal lnjuriea and lllneases, being R 408.22101 et
saq., Of the MiChigan Administrative Code. adminiatered
and enfOrceCI by the Michigan department ol labOr.

�! ln addition, an employer shag record the occur-
rence of any diving-related injury or illness that requires
any dive team member to be hospitalized for 24 hours or
more. specifying the circumstances of the incident and the
extent of any injuries or illnesses.

R 325.50348. Recordkeepfng; avaNabillty of records
Rule 34tL �! Upon the request of the directar af the

department of labor or the director of the department of
public health, an employer shelf make available for
inspection and copying any record or document required
by these rules.

�! Upon request by an employee. former empioyee. or
authonzed representative, an employer shall make avail-
able for inspection and copying any record or document
reauired by these rulea thar pertainS tO the indiVidual
employee or former employee.

�! Records and documents required by these rules
shall be retained by the employer for the following penod:



 a! Dive team member physician's report � 5 years.
 b! Safe practices manual � current document only.

 c! Depth-time profile � until completion of the
recording of the dive, or unti I completion of
decompression procedure assessment where there
has been an incident of decompression sickness.

 d! Recording of dive � t year, except 5 years where
there has been an incident of decompression
sickness.

 e! Decompression procedure assessment evaluation
� 5 years.

 f! Record of hospitalization � 5 years,

GUIDE TO HYPERBARIC FITNESS

The following disorders may restrict or limit occupa-
tional exposure to hyperbaric conditions depending on
severity, presence of residual effects, response to therapy,
number of occurrences, diving mode, or degree and
duration of isolation:

History of seizure disorder other than early febrile
convulsions.

Malignancies  active! unless treated and without re-
currence for 5 years.

Chronic inabitity to equalize sinus -or middle ear
pressure, or both.

Cystic or cavitary disease of the lungs.
Impaired organ function caused by alcohol or drug use.
Conditions requiring continuous medication for control

 e.g., antihistamines, steroids, barbiturates, mood altering
drugs, or insulin!,

Me inc re's disease.

Hemoglobinopat hies,
Obstructive or restrictive lung disease.
Vestibular end organ destruction,

Pneumothorax.

Cardiac abnormalities  e.g, pathological heart biock,
valvular disease, intraventricular conduction defects other
than isolated right bundle branch block, angina pectoris,
arrhythmia, coronary artery disease!,

Juxtra-articular osteonecrosis,

Pregn an cy,
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�! "Belt" means an enclosed compartment, pres-
surized  closed beil! or unpressurized  open belt!, which
allows the diver to be transported to and from the
underwater work area and which may be used as a
temporary refuge during diving operations.

Rule 3101. This part pertains to the safe use and
maintenance of equipment and procedures of the occupa-
tion of diving and the retated support operations as used in
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�i BottOrn time meanS the tatal elapSed time,
meaSured in minuteS. frOrn the time when the diver leaveS
the surface in descent to the time that the diver begins
-"-;ent,

�i 'Bursting pressure" means the pressure at which a
pressurized device would fail structurally.

�i Cylinder" means a pressure vessel for the storage
of gases.

R 408.43104, Definitions; 0.

Rule 3104. �! "Decompression chamber" means a
pressure vessel for human occupancy, such as a surtace
decompression chamber, pressurized bell, or deep diving
syste~ used to decompress divers and to treat decompres-
sion sickness.

�i "Decompression sickness" means a condition with
a variety of symptoms which may result from gas or
bubbies in the tissues of divers after pressure reduction.

�i "Decarnpression table" means a profile or set of
profiles of depth-time relationships for ascent rates and
breathing mixtures to be followed after a specific
depth-time exposure or exposures.

�! "Dive location" meana a SurfaCe or vessel from
which a diving operation is conducted,

�! "Dive location reserve breathing gas" means a
volume tank or dependent supply of air or mixed gas at the
dive location sufficient. under standard operating condi-
tions, ta allow the diver to reach the surface.

�! 'Dive team" means divers and support employees
involved in a diving operation, including the designated
person in charge.

�! "Diver" means an employee in the water using
nderwater apparatus which suppiies compressed breath-
.g gas at the ambient preaaure.

 8! -Diver-carried reserve breathing gas" means a
diver-carried supply of air or mixed gas sufficient, under
standard operating conditions, to allow the diver to reach
the surface, a belf, or to be rescued by a standby diver.

 9! "Diving mode" means a type of diving requiring
speci'fic equipment, procedures. and techniques, such as
SCUBA. surface-supplied air, or mixed-gas diving.

R 408.4310$. Defintttons; F to M.

Rule 3105. �! "Fsw" means feet of seawater or
equivalent static pressure head.

�! ' Heavy gear" means diver-worn deep-sea dress,
inCluding heirnet, breaat-plate, dry Suit, and weighted
shoes.

�i "Hyperbaric conditions" means pressure condi-
tions in excess of surface pressure.

�: "lnwater stage" rneanS a Suapended underwater
platform which supports a diver in the water.

i5; "Liveboating' means the practice of supporting a
surface-supplied air or mixed gas diver from a vessel which
iS underway,

�l Mixed-gas diving" means a diving mode in which
the diver ia suppiied in the water with a breathing gaa other
than air.

R 40ft 43106. Definitions; N to S.

Rule 3106. �! "No-decompression limits" means a
�Oma,natiCn Of lhe dePth Of a dive and the battarn time
whiC permitS a diver tO return to tne SurfaCe withaut
dec" ~preSSian. aS expreSSed in Vatume I Air Diving�

1973, aS amended thraugh DeCember 1975 and VOlurne II
MiXed GaS Diving � 1973. aS amended thraugh DeCember
1975 of the U,S. navy diving manual which are incorpo-
rated herein by reterence and may be inspected at the
Lansing office of the department of labor. These volumes
may be purchased at a cost of $3.25 each from the
Superintendent of Documents. Government Printing Office,
Public Document Department, Washington, D,C. 20402. or
from the Michigan Department of Labor, 7150 Harris Drive,
Box 30015, Lansing. Michigan 48909.

�! "D.H. rule" means an occupational health rule
adopted by reference pursuant to section t4 ot Act No. 154
of the Public Acts of 1974, as amended, being <408.1014 of
the Michigan Compiled Laws. Copies of these ruies are
available from the Michigan Department of Pubfic Health,
3500 N. Logan, Box 30035, Lansing, Michigan 48909,

�! "Psig" means pounds per square inch, gauge.
�! "Ctuatified employee" means one who, by exten-

sive knowledge, training, and experience. has successfully
demonstrated his ability to solve or resolve problems
relating to the sublect matter, the work, or the project,

�! 'SCUBA diving" means a diving mode indepen-
dent of surface supply in which the diver uses open-circuit
self-contained underwater breathing apparatus.

�! "Standby diver" means a diver at the dive location
available in a sufficient state of readiness to assist a diver
in the water.

�! "Surface-supplied air diving" means a divin mode
in which the diver in the water is supplied from t e dive
location with compressed air for breathing.

R 408.43107. Definitions; T to W.

Rule 3107.  f! "Treatment table" means a depth-time
and breathing gas profile used in the treatment of
decompression sickness.

�! "Umbilical" means the composite hase bundle
between a dive location and a diver or bell, or between a
diver and a beii, which may supply a diver or bell with
breathing gas. communications, power. and heat and may
include a safety iine.

�! "Volume tank" means a pressure vessel connected
to the outlet of a compressor and used as an air reservoir.

�! "Working pressure" means the maximum pressure
to which a pressure containment device may be exposed
under standard operating conditions,

R 408.43109. Emergencies.

Rule 3109. An employer may deviate from the re-
quirernents of these rules to the extent necessary to
prevent or minimize a situation which is likety to cause
death, serious physical harm, or malar environmental
damage, provided that the employer cornpiies with both of
the foliowing:

 a! Notifies the department of labor within 72 hours of
the onset of the emergency situation, indicating the
nature of the emergency and extent Of the deviat~On
from these rules.

 b! Upon request from the department of labor or
public health. submits this information in writing.

R 40L43111. Employer responsibiNtea.

Rule 31 %1, The employer shall be responsible for
compliance with both of the following:

 a! All provisions of these rules of general applicability.
 b! All requirements pertaining to specific diving



t-oces to the extent diving operations in the modes
a e conducted.

R 408,43112. Ouaffffcatfons of dive team.

i
Rute 3112. �! The employer shall ensure that each

djve teem member has the ex pane nce and training
necess- -y ta perform assigned tasks in a safe and healthful
manner The training and experience shall include all of

t
the folic iving:

 a! .he use of tools, equipment, and systems relevant
ta assigned tasks.

 b! econ;ques of the assigned diving mode.

t
 c! Civing operations and emergency procedures.
 di aarniliarity with the contents of the safe practices

manual required by rule 3114.

i
� l a 1 I dive team members shall be trained in

cardiop.lrnonary resuscitation and first aid by the Arneri-
can rec cross or equivalent organizations.

�i =a h dive team member who is exposed to or

!
controls tf e exposure of others to hyperbaric conditions
shall be trained in diving-related physics and physiology,

R 408.43 t13. Dive team asslgnmente.

Rule 3113.  t! The employer or an employee desig-
nated t t ie employer shall be at the dive location and
shall be in charge of atl aspects of the diving operation
affectin; the safety of dive team members.

!
�! he designated person in charge shall have

experier:e and training in the conduct of the assigned
diving «ae. ation.

�i =a=h dive team member Shall be aeaigned taSkS in
accordance with the employee's experience or training,
except:sac tirtited additional tasks may be assigned to an
employee uncergoing training if theSe taaks are performed
unde~ t-e direct supervision of an experienced dive team
memoe-

�! . he employer shall not require a dive team member
to be ex oosed to hyperbaric conditions against the
emplOyee'S wili. exCept when neCeSSary tO COmpiete
decornp es,sion or treatment procedures,

 .i The employer shall not permit a dive team member
to dive ar oe otherwise exposed to hyperbaric conditions
fOr the au. at an Of any ternpOrary, physiCal impairment Or
conditi=n which is known to the emptoyer and is likely to
adverse y affect the health of a dive team member.

R 408.43114. Safe practices raanuaL

Rule 3114. �! The employer shall develop andmain-
tain a s=-fe practices manual which shall be made available
to eacr dive team member at the dive location.

�j Ti e safe practices manuai shall contain a copy of
these r ies the employer's policies for implementing their
requ re~sits. and all of the foilowing:

 ai 3p arating procedures and checklists for diving
opera;lone.

 b! As=-ignn ants and responsibilities of the dive team
he nt be i' S.

 c! =caipment procedurea and cheCkliata.

lcj =rr ergency procedures for fire, equipment failure,
ad. e se environmental conditions and medical
ilress, and inlury,

R 408.43121. Pre-dive procedures; emergency aid.

Rule 3121. A list of the following teiephone or call
numbers shail be kept at the dive location:

 a! An operational decompression chamber, if not at
the dive location,

 b! Accessibie hospitals.
 c! Available physicians.
 d! Available means of transportation.
 e! The nearest U.S. coast guard rescue coordination

center.

R 408.43122. Pre-dive procedures; planning and as-
sessment.

Rule 3122. �! Planning of a diving operation shall
include an assessment of the safety and health aspects of
all of the fotlowing:

 a! Diving mode.
 b! Surface- and underwater conditions and hazards.
 c! Breathing gas supply, fncluding reserves.
 d! Thermal protection.

 e! Diving equipment and systems.
 f! Dive team assignments and physical fitness of dive

team members, including any impairment known to
the employer.

 g! Repetitive dive designation or residual inert gas
status of dive team members.

 h! Decompression and treatment procedures, includ-
ing aititude corrections.

 i! Decompression tables.
 j! Emergency procedures.
�! Decompression, repetitive, and no-decompression

tables, as appropriate, shall be at the dive locabon,

R 408.43123. Pr~iw procedures; hazardous activities.

RWe 3123. To minimize hazards to the dive team,
diving operations shall be coordinated with other actfvitkts
in the vicinity which are iikely to interfere with the diving
operation,

R 408.43124. Prevkfve procedures; employee briefing.

Rule 3124. �! Dive team members shall be briefed
on all of the following:

 a! The tasks to be undertaken.
 b! Operating procedures for the diving mode,
 c! Any unusual hazards or environmental conditions

likely to affect the safety of the diving operation.
 d! Any modifications to operating procedures necessi-

tated by the specific diving operation.
�! Prior to making individual dive team member

assignments, the employer shall inquire into the dive team
member's current state of physical fitness, and indicate to
the dive team member the procedure for reporting physical
problems or adverse physioiogical effects during and after
the dive,

R 408.43125. Pre-dive procedures; cornmunfcfstions.

Rule 3125. An operational 2-way voice communication
system shall be provided as foilows:

 a! At the dive location to obtain emergency assis-
tance.



 bt Between each surface-supplied air or mixed-gas
diver and a dive team member at the dive location
or bell.

I
 cl Between the bell and the dive location.

R 408.43126. Pra-dive procedures; equlpinent lnspec-
lion.

Rute 3128. The breathing gas supply system. including
reserve breathing gas supplies, masks, helmets, gauges.
timekeeping devices, thermal protection, and bell hand!ing
mechanisms, when appropriate, shatl be inspected prior to
each dive.

R 408.43t27. Pre-dive procedures; warning signal.

Rule 3127. A warning flag shall be fully displayed
when diving aa fOIIOWS: Any perSOn diving Or Submerging
in any of the walers of this state with the aid ot a diving suit
or other mechanical diving device shall place a buoy or
boat in the water at or near the point of submergence. The
buoy or boat shall bear a red Ital not less than 14 inches
by 16 ~nches with a 3'/r inch wh~te stripe running from 1
upper corner to a diagonal lower corner. The flag shalt be
in piace only while actuat diving operations are in
progress. A vessei shalt not be operated within 100 feet of a
buoyed diver s tlag unless it is involved in tending the
diving OperatiOn. A perSOn diving Shall Stay within a
surface area of 100 feet of the diver's flag.

R 408.43131. Procedures during dive; water entry and
exit.

Rule 3131. �! A means capable of supporting the
diver Shall be pravided fdr enterinn ar d exiting the water,

�! The means provided for exiting the water shall
itend below the water surface.

�l A ~cans shall be provided to assist an inlured diver
from the water or into a bell

R 408,43132. Procedurea during dive; hand-hetd power
lools and equipment.

Rule 3132. �! Tools and equipment shalt be qual-
ified for underwater use.

�! Hand-helct electrical tools and equipment shalt be
de~nergized before being placed into or retneved from the
water.

�! A hand-held power too! shall not be suppiied with
power from the dive location until requested by the diver.

�! A current supply switch to interrupt the current
flow to the welding or cutting electrode shalt be:

la! Tended by a dive team member in vOice cornmuni-
cation with the diver performing the welding or
cutting.

 b! Kept in the open position except when the diver is
weiding or cutting.

�! The welding machine frame shall be grounded and
a ground wire sball be connec'led oirectty to the work.

{6! wetding and cutting cables. electrode holders, and
COnneCtiOna Shall be CaOable Of Car ying the maximum
current required by the work, and snail be properly
in s u lated.

insulated gloves shall be provided to divers
peda. ming welding and cutting operations

I8! I riOr to welding Or Cutting On a CIOSed Campart-
ment a Structure. Or a pipe. which containS a flammable
vapor or in which a flammable vapor ma; be qenerated by

the work, the compartment, structure, or pipe shall be
vented, flooded, or purged with a mixture of gases which
wiil not support combustion.

R 408.43133. Procedures during dive; explosives.

Rule 3133. �! Explosives shall be transported.
stored, and used as prescribed tn this rule and the
applicable provisions of the construction safety standards
commission standard, Part 27. Blasting and Use of
Explosives, being R 408.42701 of the Michigan Administra-
tive Code, or the general industry safety standards
commission standard, 1910,109, Explosives and Blasting
Agents, adopted by section 14 of Act No. 154 of the Public
Acts of 1974, as amended, beingtt408.1014 of the Michigan
Compiled Laws,

�! Electrical continuity of explosive circuits shalt not
be tested until the diver is out of the water.

�! Explosives shall not be detonated while the diver is
in the water.

R 408.43134. Procedure during dive; termination.

Rule 3134. The working interval of a dive shall be
terminated when any of the following occurs:

 a! A diver requests termination.

 b! A diver fails to respond correctly to communica-
tions or signals from a dive team member.

 c! Communications are lost and cannot be quickly
reestablished between the diver and a dive team
member at the oive tocation, and between the
deaignated perSOn in charge and the perSOn
Canirolling the veSSel in iivebaating OperatiOnS

 dl A diver begins to use diver-carried reserve oreath-
ing gas or the dive-location reserve breathir.g gas.

 e! When the scheduled work interval has exp red.

R 408.43141. Post<lve procedures, generally.

Rule 3141, The employer shall comply with all of the
following requirements which are applicable after each
diving operation:

 a! CheCk the phyaiCat COnditian Of the diver

 b! Instruct the diver to report any physical problems or
adverse physiological effects, including symptoms
of decompression sickness.

 c! Advise the diver of the location of a ctecompression
chamber which is ready for use.

 d! Alert the diver to the potential hazards of flying
after diving.

 e! Instruct the diver to remain awake and in the
vicinity of the dive location for not less than 1 hour
after a dree which requires a decompression
chamber.

R 408.43142. Post-dive procedures; record of dive.

Rule 3142. �! All of the fottowing information shall
be recorded- and maintained for each diving operation;

la! Names of dive team members, including the
designated person in charge.

 b! Date. time. and location.

lc! Diving modes used.

 d! General nature of the work performed.

ie! Approximate underwater and surface conditions.



such as visibility, water temperature, wind velocity,
and current,

 f! fvtaximum depth and bottom time for each diver,
�! For each dive for which a decompression chamber

is required, all of the following additional information shaH
be recorded and maintained:

 a! Depth-time and breathing gas profiles.
lb! Decompression table designation, including any

modification.

 c! Elapsed time since last pressure exposure, if less
than 24 hours, or repetitive dive designation for
each diver.

�! For each dive :'n which decompression sickness is
suspected or symptoms are evident, all of the following
additional information shall be recorded and maintained:

 a! Description of decompression sickness symptoms,
including depth and time of onset.

 b! Description and results of treatment.

R 4NL431 45. Uveboatfng, generally.

Rule 3145. Diving operations involving liveboating
shall not be conducted during any of the following
conditions;

 a! With an inwater decompression time of greater
than 120 minutes.

 b! Using surface-supplied air at depths deeper than
190 fsw, except that dives with bottom times of 30
minutes or less may be conducted to deplhs of 220
tsw,

 c! Using mixed gas at depths greater than 220 fsw.
 d! tn rough seas with a wave height of more than 3

feet.

 e! ln other than daylight hours.

R 408.43148. L! veboaffng; procedures.

Rule 314tL �! The propeller of the vessel shaH be
stopped before the diver enters or exits the water.

�! A device shall be used which minimizes the
possibility of entanglement ot the diver's hose in the
propeller of the vessel.

�! Two-way voice communication between the desig-
nated person in charge and the person controlting the
vessel shall be used while the diver is in the water.

�! A standby diver shaH be available while a diver is in
the water.

�! A diver-carried reserve breathing gas supply shall
be carried by each diver engaged in liveboating operations.

R 408.43151. Equipment, generally.

Rule 3151, Equipment modification. repair, test, cali-
bratiOn, Or rnaintenanCe SerViCe ShaH be reCOrded by
means ef a tagging or logging system, and shall include
the date and nature of the work performed, and the name
or initiafs of the person performing the work,

R 408 43152. Equipment; breathing gas suppty hoses.

Rule 3152. �! Breathing gas supply hoses shaH meet
all of the fOf lowing criteria:

 a! Have a working pressure of not less than the
working pressure of the breathing gas system.

 b! Have a rated bursting pressure of not less than 4
times the wcrking preSSure.

 c! Be tested initialty and not less than annual!y
thereafter to 1,5 times their working pressure.

 d! Be tensile tested before being placed into initial
service and after any repair, modification, or
alteration, by subjecting each hose-to-fitting con-
nection to a 200-pound axial load and by passing a
visual examination for evidence of separation,
Slippage, Or Other damage tO the aaaembly.

 e! Be inspected prior to each diving operation for
cuts, kinks, soft spots. or bubbles.

 f! Have their open ends tapecl, capped, or plugged
when not in use.

�! Breathing gas supply hose connectors shall meet
all of the following criteria:

 a! Be made of corrosion-resistant materials.
 b! Have a working pressure at least equal to the

working pressure of the hose to which they are
attached.

 c! Be resistant to accidental disengagement,

R 408.43153. Equipment; umbfficala.

Rule $153. Umbilicals shall meet ag of the following
criteria:

 a! Be marked and labeled in 10 feet increments to 100
feet beginning at the diver's end, and in 50 feet
increments thereafter.

 b! Be made ol kink-resistant materials,

 c! Have a working pressure greater than the pressure
equivalent to the maximum depth of the dive
relative to the supply source plus 100 psi.

R 408.43164. Equipment; buoyancy control.

Rule 31 54. �! Helmets or masks connected directly
to the dry suit or other buoyancy changing equipment shall
be equipped with an exhaust valve.

�! A dry suit or other buoyancy changing equipment
not directly connected to the helmet or mask shall be
equipped with an exhaust valve.

�! When used for SCUBA diving, a buoyancy com-
pensator shaH have an inftation source separate from the
breathing gas supply.

�! Except when the diver is wearing a variable volume
suit, an inflatable flotation device capable of maintaining
the diver at the surface in a face-up position, having a
manually activated inftation source independent of the
breathing supply, an oral inflation device. and an over
pressure relief device or exhaust valve shaH be used for
SCUBA diving.

R 408.43155. Equipment; compresses cylinders.

Rule 3155. �! A compressed-gas cylinder shall be
designed, constructed. and maintained pursuant to the
applicable provisions of 29 C,F.R. t1910.166 and 1910.167
which were adopted by section 14. of Act No. 154 of the
Public Acts of 1976, as amended, being 408.1014 of the
Michigan Compiled Laws.

�! Be stored in a ventilated area and protected from
excessive heat.

�! Be secured from falling.
�! Have shutoff valves recessed into the cylinder or

protected by a cap, except when in use or manifolded, or
when used for SCUBA diving.

�! Be subjected to internal inspection for rust and
corrosion not less than annually.



R 408.43156, Decompression chambers; operation.

Rule 3156. �! A qualified employee shall be available
o operate the decompression chamber for not less than 1
our after a dive for which a decompression chamber is

required, The qualified employee may be a dive team
member or another employee qualified to operate the
decompression chamber.

�! The decompression chamber operator shall have
available at the chamber location necessary treatment
tables, treatment gas appropriate to the diving mode, and
sufficient gas to conduct treatment.

�! A muffler on each decompression intake and
exhaust line and the suction guard on the exhaust line
shall be regularly inspected and maintained.

�! A 2-way voice communication system shall be
provided between the occupants of other separately
pressurized compartments and a dive team member at the
chamber location.

�! A decompression chamber shall be maintained and
operated fo minimize sources of ignition and combustible
materials in each compartment.

R408.43157. Equipment; gauges and timekeeping de-
vices.

Rule 3157. �! Gauges indicating diver depth which
can be read at the dive location shall be used for all
surf ace-supplied dives.

�! Each depth gauge shall be dead-weight tested or
calibrated against a master reference gauge initially and
every 6 months thereafter, and shall also 4e tested when
there is a discrepancy of more than plus or minus 2% of
full scale between any 2 equivalent gauges.

�! A timekeeping device shall be available and
,nonitored at each surface-supplied dive location.

�! A cy lin der pressure gauge capable of being
monitored by the diver during the dive shall be worn by
each SCUBA diver.

�! A timekeeping device shall be worn by each
SCUBA diver in a position to be monitored by the diver,

R 408.43158. Equipment; weights and harnesses.

Rule 3158. �! Divers shall be equipped with a weight
belt or asseinbly, capable of quick release, except when
heavy gear is worn.

�! Except when heavy gear is worn or except in

SCUBA diving, each diver shall wear a safety harness with
all of the following:

 a! A positive buckling device.
 b! An attachment point for the urnbiiical to prevent

strain on the mask or helmet,

 c! A lifting point to distribute the pull force of the line
over the drver's body.

R 408.43181. Recordkeeping; recording and reporting.

Rule 3161. �! The employer shall record and report
occupational injuries and illnesses pursuant to department
of labor requirements of Pari 11. Recording & Reporting of
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses, being 8 408,22101 et
seq. of the Michigan Administrative Code.

�! In addition, the employer shall record the occur-
rence of any diving related injury or illness which requires
any dive team rnernber to be hospitalized for 24 hours or
more, specifying the circumstances of the incident and the
extent of any injuries or illnesses.

R 408.43162. Recordkeeplng; availability of records.

Rule 3182. �! Upon the request of the director of the
department of labor or the director of the department of
public health, the employer shall make available for
inspection ancl copying any record or document required
by these rules,

�! Upon request of any employee, former employee,
or authorized representative, the employer shall make
available for inspection and copying any record or
document required by these rules which pertains to the
individual employee or former employee.

�! Records and documents required by these rules
shall be retained by the employer for the following periods:

 a! Dive team member physician reports � 5 years.
 b! Safe practices manual � current document only.
 c! Depth-time profile � until completion of the

recording of the dive, or until completion of
decompression procedure assessment where there
has been an incident of decompression sickness,

 d! Recording of dive � 92 year, except 5 years where
there has been an incident of decompression
sickness.

 e! Decompression procedure assessment evaluations
� 5 years.

 f! Records of hospitalizations � 5 years.
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
GENERAL INDUSTRY SAFETY STANDARDS COMIIJIlSSION

SAFETY STANDARDS

Ried with the Secretary of State on May 31, 1979
These rules take effect 15 days after filing with the Secretary of State

 By ai.thorib conferred on the general industry safety standards commission by section 16 and 21 of Act No. 154o' tl e public Acts of 1974, as amended, being P�08.1018 and 408.1021 of the Michigan Compiled Laws!
The rules of the general industry safety standards commission entitled "Safety Stands-ds," being R 408,10001 et seq.

of t.e Michigan Administrative Code, are amended by adding R 408.17901 and R 4C8.17903 to read as follows

PART 79. DIV!NG OPKRATIONS

TABLE OF CONTENTS
R 408.17901
R 408.17903

Sc ope
Wc op:ion by reference

GENERAL PROV1SlONS R 408.17903. Adoption by reference.

R 408.1. 01. Scope.

Rufe7931, This part pertains to the sa'e use and
main'.e~tn=e -', equipment and orocedures of the occupa-
tion cf c vi- g tnC the related suoport operatiors as used in
gene al:nous'.ry. This part dcas not apply:o a diving
opera'.ic1 oe orrrled solely fG. recreational inStruCtion
purpose: isi-g open-circuit compressed-air SCUBA and
conduc;sd w;hin the noWecompression fermi'.s.

Rute 7903. Diving operations shail be conclucted as
prescribed in Part 31. Diving Operations, being
R 408,43101 et seq, of t",e Michigan Administrative Code, a
construction safety star dards commission standard, which
is incorporated herein y reference and may be inspected
at the Lansing office:f the department of labor, This
standard may be obtaired, at no cost, from the Standards
Division, Michigan Departrnent of Labor, 7150 Hams Drive,
Box 30015, Lansing, V chigan 48909.




